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Welcome to
ClearWater Farm
What we believe in, are inspired
by and what makes us different.

Vision & Mission
Our vision is a world where young
people are empowered to live in
harmony with nature, sharing their
wisdom to enrich the lives of others
in their communities.
ClearWater Farm, inspired by water,
exists to deepen young peoples’
relationship emotionally, socially
and intellectually with the natural
environment, marrying the arts,
science and technology to cultivate a
more sustainable future.
ClearWater Farm, 481 Lake
Drive East, Georgina, is the
flagship initiative of the Ontario
Water Centre, a charitable
educational organization.
Charitable # 842146284 RR0001

Value Proposition
OUR VALUE PROPOSITION FOR THE REBUILD OF THE HISTORIC BARN
AND BARNYARD IS THAT:
Aspiring, emerging and professional artists will value the freshness of
ClearWater Farm’s “beyond the box” infrastructure:
•
•
•
•

Embracing history
Connecting to water
Providing unique natural landscapes
With a deep commitment to local
food and cross-cultural agendas

The rebuild of the 112-year-old barn destroyed by fire in 2106 is a
stepping stone to empowering children and youth. When completed
it will be the centrepiece of a variety of exhilarating non-traditional
spaces at ClearWater Farm for non-traditional art explorations.

Principles of Growth
OUR PRINCIPLES OF GROWTH ARE THAT TO REMAIN RELEVANT,
CLEARWATER FARM NEEDS A “FREEDOM TO PLAY” CULTURE THAT
GROWS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF EVEN THE SMALLEST OF CHANGES
To use a watershed metaphor, ClearWater Farm will be a stream of
confluence, adapting to change and continuing to grow by:
Working with partners/building key relationships invested in
communities served (artists, educators, First Nations, scientists,
farmers, community and business leaders)
Creating networks of continuous support
Creating ripples, from the farm to our homes, local and regional
Providing transformative & experiential learning opportunities
Remaining responsive, emergent and resilient

Making Forts and
Special Places and
Shaping Small Worlds

Playing Hiding and
Seeking, and Hunting
and Gathering Games

Developing Friendships
with Animals

Following Paths and
Finding Shortcuts

Constructing Adventures

Experimenting with Water

Background & Context
Shaping a future for non-traditional art
explorations within the uniqueness of the
ClearWater Farm opportunity.

Evolution of Clear Water Farm since 2015
Up a dirt road, a heartbeat from the whirr of suburban life, this 30-acre lakeside farm, owned by
the same pioneering family for 180 years, is now being repurposed as a showcase that honours
the past while simultaneously advancing several strategic objectives:

•
•
•
•

Giving children and youth the opportunity to grow in confidence and self-esteem,
empowered through the love of nature, the arts, and science to shape a future where
good things happen when people care about food, water, the land, and each other.
Exploring and demonstrating the potential of water-wise eco-farming with a new 			
generation of agri-preneurs.
Providing innovative approaches to food security through experiences of local growing, 		
cooking and enjoying food.
Anchoring community-wide efforts to stimulate a vision for 200-year-old Georgina as
a historical place deeply connected to Lake Simcoe where the First Nations and
pioneering farmers set a shared vision of a better future.

Since August 2015, when the old Reed farm was leased to the Ontario Water Centre by the
Town of Georgina, much has been accomplished:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Master Plan has been created
Capital improvements have gotten underway
Educational programming for young people has been piloted
Eco-farming has provided weekly food baskets to 200 households on the farm’s path to 		
self-sustainability
A mini bio-digester and four greenhouses have began the farm’s renewable energy and 		
food expansion
A rain garden has been complete by Chippewa and non-indigeneous children to
honour the 200+ year-old heritage maple where First Nations and early pioneer families
once traded goods and stories
An old-fashioned barn raising - celebrating pioneering initiative began to restore the 		
112-year-old barn that burned down
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Young People’s Ideas Coming to Life
With participatory design as one of our programming tenets, and because young people
are at the core of what we do, working with youth to design the barn’s future was an early
priority. Their ideas evolved as they connected the fire with the beauty that could come from
such tragedy, and their ideas formed the inspirational basis of architectural and landscape
architectural design:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not replace the barn, rebuild it in a way that keeps the old memories alive.
Remain true to the barn in expressive ways, while adding new playful forms.
Consider the grounds around the barn united with the barn.
Use unique processes for reclaiming materials and objects from the barn.
Honour the idea of the rebuilding being community building.
Think of this heartbeat of the farm as an iconic symbol of
collaborative progress for the whole Town of Georgina.

The Barn as
Park &
Playground

The Barn as
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The Barn as
Pioneer
House
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Shelter

The Barn as
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All Seasons

The Barn as
Nature
Recreation
Center

Raising a Community Asset for
Georgina’s 200th Anniversary
Revitalizing the barn and barnyard as a community asset is tied to Georgina’s 200th Anniversary.
Features will include:
• a story-telling circle
• performance art space
• spaces for community art displays
Five interpretive panels on the walkway to the barn entrance will provide
information about the local heritage in English, French and Ojibwe.
Ongoing programming at the barn will be rooted in the legacy of the settlers of the area, as well
as the Chippewa First Nation Seven Grandfather Teachings.
Developed in close consultation with the local indigenous people, ClearWater Farm is a
promising example of reconciliation in action.

Demographics, Local Context & Culture
The following research on demographics, local context and culture underpins ClearWater Farm
as an arts destination.

1

Nature is at Georgina’s Roots

Georgina’s cultural studies overwhelmingly confirm that culture in Georgina is -- and logically
should be -- deeply rooted in natural heritage, in the experience of land and water throughout
the seasons.*
Lakeside ClearWater Farm has a key role to play in that scenario boasting both a natural setting
and special historical significance as the heritage-designated Trading Tree where early settlers
and First Nations families met.
*Town of Georgina Cultural Master Plan

2

Georgina is a Growing Family Community

Georgina on the shores of Lake Simcoe has population of 47, 000, expected to reach 60,000
by 2021, and 70,000 by 2031.* The fastest growing segment is young families in one centre,
Keswick, about 15 minutes south of ClearWater Farm. Housing prices are affordable compared
to the rest of the GTA. However, as this is mostly a commuter community, the challenge is
that while the population’s affluence climbs -- and the appetite for the arts with it -- cultural
participation typically happens outside the town’s borders.
*Town of Georgina Economic Development Action Plan.

3

Canadians are Cultural Omnivores

Canadians, according to a recent study, are described as ‘cultural omnivores’ * with going to
parks, community festivals or food and drink experiences more popular than the “benchmark
arts/ “traditional” culture such as art museums, ballets, or operas. The more popular choices
are attributed to three shared core principles: community, connection and discovery. All of
which ClearWater Farm can offer.

* Culture Track Canada is a study of the attitudes and behaviours of Canadian cultural consumers. June 20 2018.

4

Kids, Family Memories are what People Want

The Economic Development, Tourism Plan for the Central Counties region including Georgina,
says when it comes to the arts, the top market segments are “Family Memory Builders” (Gen
Xers with young children who build their lives around their kids). A secondary market segment
includes “Nature Lovers”; participating in outdoor recreation and sports activities particularly in
and around Georgina and Lake Simcoe.
‘Day-trippers’ who come from up to two hours car ride away form the Central Counties’
greatest tourism segment. Within this segment, an emerging market potential has been
identified as “Knowledge Seekers” where some experience development, audience (youth
and adult) participation and unique experiences could be developed based on Georgina’s
authenticity.
CWF’s location 45 minutes north of Toronto makes it easily accessible from anywhere in the GTA
as a ‘day trip’ destination for families and those seeking to experience nature through the arts.
Close collaboration with the First Nations community and our existing experiential education
experience position ClearWater to connect audiences to learn about a variety of cultures and
bring their imaginations to life.

5

A New Study Identifies Cultural Opportunities in Georgina.

Shadowpath Theatre, Aurora, with the York Region Arts Council, funded by the Ontario Trillium
Foundation, are in the process of creating a Creative Space Feasibility Study for York Region.
Feedback from artists so far identifies the need for collaborative cross-functional
artistic spaces in York Region as a whole and in Georgina specifically where artists of all
disciplines can develop and present their craft to their fullest potential.

ClearWater Farm Barn
& Barnyard as an Arts
Destination
How can the arts and the environment
be intertwined at our fabulous barn
and barnyard now being built at
ClearWater Farm? Time to BARNstorm!

Pro Team Questions and Answers
In January 2019 we assembled an experienced group of arts presenters, administrators, cultural
entrepreneurs and educators to help us answer the following questions:

•
•
•

How best can ClearWater Farm be a destination for aspiring artists, emerging artists,
professional performers and creators? We have some roots, but we want to grow these
roots deeper and broader and determine what can make ClearWater special and different.
What can we do to make audiences’ and participants’ hearts beat a bit faster by
immersing them in a place where art and the environment go hand in hand?
How can we do all this in a way that’s sustainable?

Very special thanks to friends who helped us shape our ten principles for success on the pages
that follow:
Lucy Boguski • Supporter and advocate of the arts community, Chair of Arts and Culture
committee of Toronto’s Verity Club. Lake Simcoe cottager and ClearWater volunteer.
Joanne Cochrane • Sales and production manager at Metalworks Production Group
producing live events, conferences, fundraisers and galas for 20 years.
Steven DeNure • Former President and CEO of DHX Media, Executive Producer of
television and interactive media projects.Vice Chair of the Board, Canadian Film Centre.
Colin Dobell • Executive Director of Ontario Water Centre.  Founder of various for-profit
and non-profit entities engaging people.
Jennifer Harrison • Ontario Water Centre’s Director of Development and Communications.
Background in communications and PR in corporate and entrepreneurial settings.
Suzanne Howes • Active with the Chippewas of Georgina Island and currently works with
the Islandview Business Centre in marketing and communications.
Chris Lowry • Award-winning media producer at Ecotone. Educator and musician who
has worked with a variety of social, health and environmental NGOs.

Steve Lusk • Chair Markham Public Art Committee,Vice Chair York Region Arts Council,
entrepreneur and consultant with a background in 3P partnerships.
Sandra Iskandar • Architect for Clear Water Farm’s Barn, community minded educator and
project manager of arts and culture, community and adaptive re-use projects.
Mark Jones • Dean of Communications Arts Seneca College and an award-winning 20-year
veteran in the new media field.  Short film Ryan won an Oscar in 2005.
Janis Nostbakken • Writer and producer of museum exhibits, live events, books, websites, a
stage play, half-a-dozen television series and Founding Editor of Chickadee Magazine.
Mandy Roveda • Co-founder and former Artistic Director of Taipei Players, English Theatre in
Taipei. Currently independent actor, director, producer, piper, and Shadowpath Theatre apprentice.
Lyna Saad • Sr. Program Dev Officer, Evergreen Strategic Initiatives supporting resident-led
neighbourhood plans and consulting on the community engagement.
Annabel Slaight • Founding Chair of the Ontario Water Centre spearheading the creation of
ClearWater Farm on Lake Simcoe. Co-founder of OWL family of magazines, books, tv for kids.
Milena Vujanovic • Designer/facilitator of ClearWater Farm workshops on arts/environment
synchronicity, experience architect, artist, leader, creative director, designer and educator.
Samantha Wainberg • Executive Director of the York Region Arts Council. Supporting
capacity building and advocacy in the arts, tourism and creative industry sectors across York
Region.
Sarah Yaffe • With a varied background in philosophy, theatre, live events, art and production,
Sarah now leads the programming for the new Future Cities Centre at Evergreen Brick Works.
Morgan Zigler • Co Director of Education at ClearWater Farm. Artist, educator and
permaculture practitioner. For 10 years prior, artist in residence and lead educator/designer of
the Evergreen Brickworks program development.

Overview of BARNStorming Ideas

PRINCIPLE #1
Provide opportunities for Aspiring Artists to
learn how to perform, present and engage
PRINCIPLE #2
Provide opportunities for Emerging Artists to
advance their performances and provide them
with an audience of engagement
PRINCIPLE #3
Provide opportunities for Professional Artists
to innovate new performances, focused on a
young audience of engagement
PRINCIPLE #4
Consider the audience as artists and provide
the most innovative participatory arts possible
PRINCIPLE #5
Everything we do needs to engender
experiences for young people and their families

PRINCIPLE #6
We need to embed opportunistic experiences
for artists and for audiences in the spaces we
are creating
PRINCIPLE #7
As experiences are the essence of what we
provide, we need to think broadly
PRINCIPLE #8
Captivating partnerships will make the
difference
PRINCIPLE #9
Consider the infrastructure that will meet the
needs of artists
PRINCIPLE #10
Programming must “fit ” the vision rather than
being “wild cards”

Youth
educational
experiences
in nontraditional
arts
(fusion, performing arts,
visual arts, culinary arts,
audio/video, installation)

Principle #1
“Provide opportunities for Aspiring Artists to
learn how to perform, present and engage”
ENABLE AND COLLABORATE
CHARACTERISTICS
The Aspiring Artists should be regionally focused youth and students. They don’t have a lot of
money, they desire skills relates to the arts and are highly motivated to create passionately and
open mindedly. They are creative with various range of talents.

RELATIONSHIP
The relationship we strive to have with Aspiring Artists should be PROJECT-DRIVEN,
allowing us to provide programs to participate in, learn new skills in designing and building artsrelated initiatives, focused on the landscape of the barnyard, forever evolving.

HOW WE REACH OUR ARTISTS
In order to reach the aspiring artists, we need to further relationships with local schools
and youth groups/organizations via direct relationships, social media, online communications,
strategic marketing and continuous outreach programs through arts and
education institutions. We already have a ClearWater School Partnership Program existing with
schools/educators, and are developing post-secondary relationships. (Seneca/Georgian/
Durham).
ClearWater Camp Programs are also underway, broadening our strategy to target aspiring
artists in the summer camp programs. And we are exploring a camp run by Young Peoples
Theatre.

WHAT WE NEED TO PROVIDE
We need to provide our aspiring artists with the best mentors, collaborative leadership,
resources/structure, creative freedom, space and good food.

ASPIRING
ARTISTS

Empowering
nontraditional
arts
(fusion, performing arts,
visual arts, culinary arts,
audio/video, installation)

Principle #2
“Provide opportunities for Emerging Artists
to advance their performances and provide
them with an audience of engagement”
ENABLE AND COLLABORATE WITH EMERGING ARTISTS
CHARACTERISTICS
The Emerging Artists should be artists of all ages and all disciplines who are in development,
are adaptive, highly motivated and trying to find where to land. They are not usually paid, and in
need of training and experience.

RELATIONSHIP
The relationship we strive to have with Emerging Artists should be SUPPORT-DRIVEN.
We plan to showcase their work, support their development through funding, grants, programs
and infrastructure, with an equal exchange re awareness of ecology. We support artists to their
fullest potential.

HOW WE REACH OUR ARTISTS
To reach emerging artists, we need to use social media, online communications, strategic
marketing, as well as continuous outreach through arts institutions (museums, galleries, etc). We
are already developing ClearWater’s Outreach through community arts groups, schools and
associations. A ClearWater Artist-In-Residence program could focus on emerging artists, giving
them support, mentorship, tools and space to explore their talent.

WHAT WE NEED TO PROVIDE
We need to provide our emerging artists with diverse mentors, collaborative leadership, funding,
resources/infrastructure, freedom, creative space and good food.

EMERGING
ARTISTS

High level of
innovation

Principle #3
“Provide opportunities for Professional Artists
to innovate new performances, focused on a
young audience of engagement ”
ENABLE AND COLLABORATE

Culturally
Diverse

CHARACTERISTICS

Focused
on Kids

RELATIONSHIP

The Professional Artists we should collaborate with are ones who work with kids or focus
their work towards youth. They also integrate parents as an additional demographic. They are
recognized by their peers. They are paid, depending on their success level. They are brave with
their art and they take risks to be innovative.

The relationship we strive to have with Professional Artists should be PEER-DRIVEN.
We look to commission and co-produce innovative/evoking arts, keeping on mission of
ClearWater and focused on kids. We plan to develop a network of artists, locally and, nationally
who are like-minded. Ones we can partner with on new initiatives and funding.

HOW WE REACH OUR ARTISTS
In order to reach the professional artists we should collaborate with, we should establish a
network of artists we continue to communicate with online and via social media strategies, as
well as continuous outreach through arts institutions and organizations. A ClearWater Arts
& Cultural Opportunity Schedule could present seasonally-posted project initiatives, targeting
professional artists. We should scout the talent to bring to the farm and have an open call of
submitted work. A ClearWater Artist Retreat could focus on professional artists, giving them a
venue for deeper exploration and creation.

WHAT WE NEED TO PROVIDE
We need to provide our professional artists with collaborative leadership, funding, resources/
infrastructure, freedom, creative space and good food.

PROFESSIONAL
ARTISTS

The arts at
ClearWater
are not
static, it’s
alive.

Principle #4
“Consider the audience as artists and
provide the most innovative participatory
arts possible ”
PARTICIPATORY ENGAGEMENT
CHARACTERISTICS
Georgina is a growing family community deeply rooted in natural heritage. Our audience
consists of Family Memory Builders, Nature Lovers, Day-Trippers and Knowledge Seekers.
Our engaged audience are cultural omnivores focused on community, connection and discovery.

RELATIONSHIP

They engage
& generate
participation
from our
audience.

The relationship we strive to have with our Audience should be PARTICIPATIONDRIVEN. It allows us to transition learning about arts, science and the natural environment to
the public. We strive to have conversations with our audiences, learn about their cultures, their
background and bring their imaginations to life.

HOW WE REACH OUR AUDIENCE
To keep our audience current with our programming, we need to use social media, online
communications, strategic marketing, as well as continuous outreach through arts institutions
(museums, galleries, etc).
A ClearWater Arts & Culture Calendar that is full of art shows, events,
festivals, and more, is something our audience will appreciate. Some programs would be free and
others we would charge in order to raise funds. All would provide unique experiences to bring
the public to the farm and grow with us.

WHAT WE NEED TO PROVIDE

Fun, thoughtfulness and inclusion!

AUDIENCE
AS ARTIST

Principle #5
“Everything we do needs to engender
experiences”
The core of ClearWater Farm barn and barnyard experiences
should be comprised of opportunities to:

DISCOVER Fostering discovery is about finding the

unexpected, in spaces and within ourselves, creating a sense of
wonder, excitement, inspiration and interest.

PARTICIPATE Fostering the experience of participation is

about taking part in something bigger then oneself, creating a sense
of place, community, confidence and creation.

CONNECT Fostering the experience of connections is

about bringing together people and their ideas to establish closer
and bigger relationships, creating a deeper sense of place and
community, celebration and growth.
These three experiential opportunities in turn could have three parts:
enticement (the entry); the experience itself; and an extension (a
takeaway as part of the exit).
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Principle #6
“We need to embed opportunistic
experiences for artists and for audiences
in the spaces we are creating”
The large 50 ‘ x 70’ open space on the main floor of the new barn, the more intimate learning
spaces on the ground floor, and the 50’ x 70’ patio overlooking the lake are enchanted by a
state-of-the-art a/v, lighting and sound system, already donated to offer endless opportunities to
discover, participate and connect. Possibilities for the three cateogries of artistic expression and
experiences also exist in the barnyard and beyond in other areas of the farm:

DISCOVER

•

DISCOVERY PATHS: Paths throughout the farm co-established with artists could allow
audiences to discover stories unfolding an interactive moments to happen. Some paths
are have already been established as places for such discoveries: the Red Ribbon of
Energy and the Forestwalks. A next path is being created is a historical story walk
leading up to the entry of the barn.

•

THE JOURNEY OF WATER: From sky to ground, from place to place, from ground to
food, from farm to lake -- interactive art can show how the Lake Simcoe watershed
works, how water can travel from the barn roof through an aqueduct to nourish food.
These ideas are now in development, and artist journeys have already been established
in the the Trading Tree Rain River Garden and in the hugelkultur gardens.

•

INTIMATE/KNOWLEDGE MOMENTS: Moments can be created to establish deeper
connections or raise questions. For instance, exploring the First Nations turtle art on
the barn floor, to uncovering artistically embedded renewable energy facts on wooden
stumps in the Believers’ Bend “biodigestion” interpretive area.

PARTICIPATE

•

ARTISTIC PARTICIPATION & INSTALLATIONS: Aspiring, emerging and professional
artists through performance could create and celebrate --with kids in particular -“living in harmony with nature” themes.

•

SENSORY GARDENS: Artistic in design and functional in nature. For example, the
garden at the Trading Tree was co-designed and co-built with Grade 3-5 students from
Sutton Public School and Waabgon Gamig F.N.S. has creative expression throughout,
yet functions to divert rain water from the farmhouse roof to Lake Simcoe.

•

PERFORMANCE SPACES: From natural and constructed ampitheatres, open and 		
enclosed spaces, small and large; there can be many options for performances at
ClearWater Farm. Some already built include the Garden Trellis, Stone-Hedge and
the Poetree.

CONNECT

•

REFLECTIVE SPACES: Spaces for reflection, journaling, meditation, writing and ideas
can naturally happen in spaces created for such activities.. Our plan is to have these
spaces throughout the farm with some already in place are The Quiet Place in Believers’
Bend, the Yurt “library” and throughout the Forest.

•

STORY/SHARING CIRCLES: Spaces to enable community circles are critical to
relationship building on the farm for diverse communities, local and greater. These
spaces can allow storytelling and cultural sharing to occur. Some already in place include
The Fire Pit, Wood-Henge and The Story Circle at the Trading Tree.

•

COMMUNITY GATHERING SPACES w/FOOD: Bringing the community together to
celebrate performances and art installation shoule happen throughout the year and as
every new non-traditional art pieces or performance is ready to launch. Some of these
destinations are the Market Hub and event Pop-Ups all over the farm.

Discovery Paths
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Principle #7
“As experiences are the essence of what
we provide, we need to think broadly“
To get wheels rolling here are some ideas the Pro Team participating in the January BARNstorming
session came up with about special things that could happen at ClearWater Farm:

PROGRAM IDEAS
BARNSTORMING SERIES – bringing together brilliant professionals
from all backgrounds and disciplines together to help push the farm
forward in non-traditional and innovative ways.
ARTS AMBASSADOR PROGRAM – artists shaping the future and
building trust (similar to Banff).
DRAMA SCHOOL CAMPS – existing camps, like YPT, come to the farm.

ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS RESIDENCY - specialized, cross-pollination complimentary rather than competitive

SPATIAL IDEAS
WIGWAM VILLAGE – Creating accommodation at ClearWater in
tiny housing in an atmosphere of cedar trails, medicines, sweetgrass,
storytelling, fire w/elders at night.

PROBLEM SOLVING PERFORMANCES – exisiting theatre companies
stage role-playing workshops.

NATURAL OUTDOOR THEATRES – BINDING trees using indigenous
learning so they grow together at the top to create a canopy for
performance, music and gatherings.

ASPIRING ARTISTS WATER-BASED CHALLENGES - enactments with
water as a theme, eco initiatives, sustainability, wind, etc.

GARDENS – many varieties from sensory to seed gardens to heritage
gardens and sculpture gardens all with performance possibilities.

WILD ANIMAL REFUGE EVENTS - emerging artists could create
connections with wild animals for children/youth - building creative
habitats and a caring environment - “what kind of experience could an
artist create for a pig??”

PARITICIPATORY IDEAS

ARTISTS’ RETREATS – for professional artists to go deep in their fields.

STORY CIRCLES – to discuss connection to the area and how you
are connected to water, land and the farm - a way to not only engage
with artists but also with the public. Regular intervals (monthly, weekly,
include an elder).

ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCY PROGRAMS – for emerging artists providing
resources, mentors, etc.

STORYTELLING SERIES – local stories (like 4th Line Theatre), Science
through Stories and making a library of talking circle videos.

CURATED CULTURAL ENCOUNTERS – furthering the concept of
community circles – first co-hosted by Chippewas, then expanded
to contemplate circles that bring together other cultures and
communities using the circle format (Chinese, Caribbean).
CLEARWATER FARM BIENNALE – a showcase of temporary art
installations.
The SPLASH WATER FESTIVAL returns now at the Farm for two or
three days a year.

INSTALLATION IDEAS
SOUND OF WATER INSTALLATION – CWF will become a
showcase on water conservation with water-based public art.
MISTING MACHINE - lighting, sound and misting w/water sculpture
FARM JOURNALS - process journals embedded into the landscape
for artists and visitors to record thoughts, feelings, art, etc (Already
installed at the Quiet Place and Poetree) - PARTICIPATORY IDEAS
ARTISTIC PATHWAYS - NATURAL PATHS - FOOTPRINTS through the field, forest and beyond. Add imagery from Sandra’s email
- Moccasin trails identification as per First Nations, also historic shoes

VIDEO INSTALLATIONS - linking different parts of the property together

FEATURE IDEAS
TRAVELING PLAYS
OUTDOOR MOVIES ON THE WATER - with audience participation
HISTORICAL PLAYS

IDEAS IN MOTION
THE ART BUS
BIKE LANE - annotated trail - from farm to York Regional Forest, wtih the bus
as an arts experience

mindfulness

harmony

LOVE

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Arts Organizations, Educators,YRAC
Local Artists and Theatre Groups
with established audiences
(Northern York Region)
Environmental/Conservation NFP
organizations (EARTH RANGERS)
Government and local muninipal/
provincial organizations
Schools and school boards (YRDSB/
SENECA)
The community kids and their
families, Georgina but also Greater
T.A & beyond.
Cultural Centres (AURORA
CULTURAL CENTRE),YMCA,
`Youth Groups
Corporate Sponsors (ENBRIDGE)
and local businesses (BRIARS)

Principle #8
“Captivating partnerships will make
the difference”
Further “lets get the wheels rolling” thinking from the BARNstorm came up ideas about the
sorts of partnerhsips that could make the arts at ClearWater Farm successful. Partners need to
embody the same culture we harvest at the farm, one of collaboration, authenticity and focused
on our future artists; our children. Then ….

•
•
•
•
•

Align strategic agendas with corporate and government partners to fund
programs and projects for our aspiring artists that mesh with ClearWater Farm’s
educational initiatives within the local and broader school communities
Catalyze long-standing relationships - locally and nationally - to collaboratively support
the growth of emerging artists, through funding, resources and infrastructure
Foster entrepreneurial opportunities and revenue generating productions with
professional artists, focusing on kids, their families and the community
Develop a thriving network of artists, as well as funding, promotional and media partners
- locally and nationally
Find a team to steward the return of the beloved local Splash Water festival!

Through discussions, many opportunities for joint ventures have also been envisioned as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Young Peoples’ Theatre drama camps
Seneca College arts and animation student stories of the community program
Story circles for cross-cultural sharing with local First Nation Elders
Rehearsals and retreats for theatre companies
Touring music and theatre, reaching local kids and families
a corporate Social Change Challenge for visual/artistic communications
on topics from renewable energy to alternatives to use of salt on sidewalks and roads
Annual series of art/garden/play workshops with Shadowland Theater (Brad Harley),
Dr Robbie Chase and Michael Sacco (Chocosol)

Smiles
&
Hugs

HOPE

connecting
+
caring

WINDS
+
WAVES

respect

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
PLUG & PLAY
With a fully accessible building and
barnyard and a variety of spaces in
the barnyard, a plug & play approach
will enable us to accommodate a
wide variety of arts presentations
and performances.

Principle #9
“Consider the infrastructure that will
meet the needs of artists”
Start planning now for physical requirements to be added over the next 3-5 years building,
on the base of what we are creating now. ClearWater Farm currently plans to establish the
following in support of artists and collaborative partners. What else is needed?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A 50 x 70 open plan main floor in the barn with a similar-sized terrace overlooking the
gardens and the lake
A ground floor with a story telling turtle embedded in the floor
A teaching kitchen space
A convertible green room
Washrooms/facilities
Fully accessible building and barnyard
A variety of spaces in the barnyard for arts presentations
Exterior story sharing circles, a natural twig amphiteheatre in the “wild’ treed area
A state of the art audio, video, and lighting system as well as accessories (already
sponsored) that can grow with the project as it grows

As accommodations on site from all perspectives are essential, building such accommodations
will be an essential component of ClearWater Farms as a Cultural Space. We now have the
space and the idea. Near the barn would be accommodations for 24 people in a WIGWAM
VILLAGE, in four leading-edge, grass-roofed premanufactured homes surrounding a Chippewa
Wigwam built by an indigenous master craftsperson providing a collaborative, safe and
respectful working environment for staff and artists alike!

Providing a collaborative, safe and respectful working
environment for staff and artists alike!

Examples
of a
Wigwam

Tying art
project
themes
to the
mission of
ClearWater

Principle #10
“Programming must “fit ” the vision rather
than being “wild cards””
It is important to establish ways for artists to interact with the needs of the farm and the
mission and vision of ClearWater Farm as a whole. Some things to consider would be:

RELEVANCE

•
•

Develop art challenges that tie in themes to the mission of ClearWater
Challenge the production of place-based, relevant art for local residents/audience
with a focus on delivering primarily for kids

EDUCATION

•
•
•

First Nations teaching and gardens
Non-traditional learning and teaching
Traditional teaching - how to create music, writing, theatre

ACCESSIBILITY

•
•
•

Ensure intergenerational mix of people
Audience accessibility
Kid access to A/V and new media

PROCESSES

•
•
•

Collaboration
Traditional & new technology
Professional development

There will always need to be a showcase or
performance or even a temporary installation, which
showcases the artists’ creations!

Collaboration, authenticity, and
focus on children and families
A flagship initiative of the

An educational organization with charitable status

